introducing the NEW inklingo

September 2008

1. NEW downloadable Inklingo Collections
2. NEW The Inklingo Handbook
3. FREE Inklingo Collection

FREE COLLECTION

Print with Inklingo today!
($20 value)
Linda Franz has a new series of downloadable shape
collections that will revolutionize the way you prepare
patches for machine piecing, hand piecing and appliqué!
Inklingo (patent pending) prints ultra-fine color lines
on fabric with any ordinary color Inkjet printer–and the lines don’t show in the finished quilt!

Every piece is aligned on straight grain (hooray), and
dog ears are eliminated. Inklingo uses a tiny amount of
ordinary Inkjet ink in 20 different colors which show on
almost any fabric, and which will fade or wash out of the
finished quilt.

“Seeing Inklingo reminds me of the first time I saw a rotary
cutter,” according to one Inklinguist. Inklingo is fabulous
for young, cool quilters, and for mature, wise quilters,
whether they use a rotary cutter or scissors.

It’s as easy as printing an e-mail but Linda provides
excellent illustrated instructions, and there is a free shape
collection on her web site. Download it today and start
printing. The first chapter of The Inklingo Handbook is
included in the free collection and there is a demo video on
her web site too. http://www.inklingo.com

Projects that looked too complicated before Inklingo are
suddenly back on the to-do list, and that is good for all
of us—quilters, designers, teachers and shops. It’s always
more fun when everything turns out perfectly, and online
Inklingo quilters (Yahoo) are definitely having fun.

Inklingo prints cutting and stitching lines on fabric, and
that eliminates measuring (and mistakes), tricky templates,
funny markers, weird rulers and light boxes, plus it allows
you to cut with a rotary cutter OR scissors.
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Any designer can create quilt patterns to use with Inklingo
shapes, and special collections for classic and new designs
will be available on request. Inklingo is stunningly simple,
and allows quilters to complete more projects. See sample
pages and all of the newest collections on the web site.

In the next several months, you can expect to see a wide
variety of appliqué designs, more sizes of hexagons and
triangles, AND classic designs like The Jane Austen Quilt,
Double Wedding Ring, Drunkard’s Path, Tree of Life,
Carolina Lily, Elongated 45° Hexagons, Hunter’s Star,
Lone Star, Feathered Star, Birds in the Air, Octagons,
Orange Peel, Dahlia, Apple Core, Fans, Tumbler, Clam
Shell, Pickle Dish, Baskets, Peony, Storm at Sea, and more!

The first three Inklingo collections were books on CD.
Starting in September 2008, new collections are available
as downloads, to be activated online. This has many
advantages!
More choice
		
Faster operation
		
Green, with low environmental impact
		
Immediate delivery
		
No shipping costs
		
Compatible with PC and Mac!

Inklingo is precise, simple and fast. According to one
shop owner, “Inklingo reminds me of the first time I saw
a rotary cutter,” and a British quilter and editor says,
“Sometimes a product appears on the market that is truly
ground breaking. I think this is the case with Inklingo.”

Compatible with scraps, nickels & Jelly Rolls too!
“If there were an Academy Award for innovative ideas in
quilting tools, Inklingo would win it for sure!” - Cathi

“I think this is the “next revolution” in quilting, equal
to the rotary cutter, paper piecing, acrylic templates and
Internet lists.” - Mary
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